COVID-19 has forced many companies to quickly transition to remote work, while cybersecurity challenges have increased as adversaries prey on fear and disinformation to launch cyberattacks. YouGov in conjunction with CrowdStrike surveyed organizations globally to determine security risks during this time.

89% of global respondents believe that their devices are secure against advanced cyber threats

53% of respondents globally admit that their company has not provided any additional cybersecurity training on the risks associated with remote work

CrowdStrike recommends six key factors that can help ensure remote worker cybersecurity:

- Update your current cybersecurity policy to include remote working.
- Implement a secure access plan for BYOD on corporate networks.
- Prepare for sensitive data being accessed via unsecured networks.
- Maintain cybersecurity hygiene and comprehensive visibility into endpoints.
- Continue cybersecurity training as coronavirus-themed scams escalate.
- Prepare crisis management and incident response plans to be executable by a remote workforce.

Survey Methodology:
CrowdStrike commissioned YouGov plc to conduct an online survey of 4,048 senior decision makers in Australia, France, Germany, India, Japan, the Netherlands, Singapore and the U.S. Fieldwork was undertaken April 14-29, 2020.